Researcher Project 2021
Collaborative and Knowledge-building Project
2021
Application deadline 10 and 17 February 2021
Webinar November 2020

FORSKNING FOR INNOVASJON OG BÆREKRAFT

Our application types
Deadline 10 February

Deadline 17 February

Researcher Project

Collaborative and
Knowledge-building Project

Promote renewal and development
in research across all disciplines and
thematic areas

Develop new knowledge and build the
research expertise society or business
and industry need to address
important societal challenges

Open-ended application deadline

Open-ended application deadline

Innovation Project

Commercialisation
Project

Encourage value creation and
renewal in the business and public
sectors

Promote greater commercial
utilisation of R&D results from
publicly-funded research in Norway

Research Centre
Strengthen and further develop outstanding and creative research and innovation groups, or build up research groups in areas of key strategic importance

Research Infrastructure
Promote and strengthen the infrastructure supporting creative research and innovation

Coordination and Support Activity
Funding planning, collaboration on, coordination and dissemination of R&D activities

Important differences and new joint requirement
Researcher Project

Collaborative and Knowledge-building Project

Project Owner

Research organisation

Research organisation

Collaboration on R&D

Only between research organisations

Must incorporate cooperation with
actors from outside the research sector

State aid

No

Collaborative Projects: Yes, art. 25
Knowledge-building Project: No

Main impact or effect

Advancement of the international research
front

New and increased knowledge within
research, increased relevance
Increased implementation of research results
in the public and private sectors

Open to:

All disciplines and thematic areas

Defined thematic areas

Number of proposals

Only one per project manager (exception: Large-scale Interdisciplinary Researcher Project)

Increased quality and renewal within research

10/17
February 2020

Joint calls for
thematic
areas

Key information and
thematic areas

Notification of changes etc.

Joint
information

Topic-specific
information

Please note:
You will find FRIPRO under
‘Ground-breaking
Research’

1

Calls within one or more
topics under each thematic
area.
1

Each topic has a specified
budget.
2
2

The relevance of the proposal
is assessed based on how it
meets the topic’s priorities
3

The topic’s priorities are
elaborated on in portfolio
plans or similar
4

3

4

Pointers to other calls within
the same topic

Announced topics

Topics in the call
for proposals

Total
funding under the call
10 February:
NOK 3.4 billion

(of which NOK 1 billion from
Fellesløft IV joint funding initiative)

17 February:
NOK 1.3 billion

Ground-breaking Research
Circular economy
Cross-cutting topics
Food systems
Land under pressure
Innovation in the municipal sector
Civil security and democracy
Democracy, administration and
renewal
Economic management of the corona pandemic
Research in the field of planning
Carbon capture and storage
Energy research/Environmentally friendly energy
Energy, transport and low emissions
Hydrogen
Transport and mobility
European research
Development research and international relations
Global development and
international relations
Global health
Taxation and unlawful capital flows
Aquaculture research
Marine research
Oceans
Seafood market after corona
Maritime
E-health
Health
Health data for sustainable welfare
Public health measures
Climate and polar research
Climate and the Earth system
Land-based food, the environment Plant and soil health, animal health and welfare
and bioresources
Agriculture and food industry
Innovative biotechnology
Enabling technologies
Nanotechnology and advanced materials
Natural science and technology
Space research
Petroleum
Petroleum
Education and competence
Education/k-garten and p-school teacher education
Sámi research
Work, welfare, children and family protection service
Welfare, culture and society
Social development, cultural conditions

Researcher
Project
2055

Collaborative and
Knowledge

100
150
110
24
85
60
25
45
125

20
60
30

40
44
60
50
30
80
85
20
70
105

75
60
170
40
100
120
80
40
30
120
15
24
50

100
72

Same topics in several calls
Aquaculture – NOK 80 million
Marine research – NOK 85 million
Seafood market after corona – NOK 20 million

Sustainable food systems – NOK 150 million
Circular economy – NOK 100 million
Carbon capture and storage – NOK 45 million
Researcher Project for
Young Talents

Researcher Project for
Scientific Renewal

Collaborative Project to
meet Societal and Industryrelated Challenges

Knowledge-building
Project for Industry

10 February 2021

10 February 2021

17 February 2021

17 February 2021

RESEARCHER PROJECT
Purpose:
To promote renewal and development in
research across all disciplines and thematic
areas.
The projects are to contribute to important
new insights into the international research
front, and may or may not have ambitions for
application in the short or long term.

Researcher Project for Scientific Renewal
• For researchers who have demonstrated the ability
to conduct research of high scientific quality
• Project duration: 3–6 years
• Funding from the Research Council NOK 4–12
million

Available funding: NOK 1.9 billion
25 topics under 14 thematic areas
Ground-breaking
Research (FRIPRO)

Democracy,
administration and
renewal

Land-based food,
the environment
and bioresources

Enabling
technologies

Energy, transport
and low emissions

Global
development and
international
relations

Oceans

Health

Climate and polar
research

Natural science
and technology

Petroleum

Education and
competence

Welfare, culture
and society

Cross-cutting
topics

Researcher Project for Young Talents
• Offers young researchers an opportunity to
pursue their own ideas and lead a project
• 2–7 years after a PhD
• Must be younger than 40 years old

• Project duration: 3–4 years
• Funding from the Research Council NOK 4–8
million
Available funding: NOK 378 million
Six topics under five thematic areas
Ground-breaking
research (FRIPRO)

Oceans

Education and
competence

Welfare,
culture and
society

Natural
science and
technology

Three-year Researcher Project with
International Mobility
• Aims to increase international mobility and
promote career development among researchers
at an early stage in their careers, as well as to
facilitate knowledge transfer to research groups in
Norway.
• Two years abroad, third year in Norway
• 0–7 years after a PhD

• Project duration: 3 years
• Funding from the Research Council NOK 3.0–3.9
million
Available funding: NOK 55 million
One topic:

Ground-breaking
research (FRIPRO)

Large-scale Interdisciplinary
Researcher Project
• Researchers from different disciplines who,
together, will generate new knowledge that would
not be possible to obtain without interdisciplinary
cooperation.
• Project duration: 4–6 years
• Funding: NOK 12–25 million

• Two topics
• Available funding:

Climate and the
Earth system

NOK 70 million
NOK 1 billion

Ground-breaking
research
(FRIPRO)

Funded
through
Fellesløft IV

What is Fellesløft IV?
• NOK 1 billion announced for Ground-breaking Research
under Large-scale Interdisciplinary Researcher Projects.
•

The Research Council and the institution fund half each.

•

All universities, university colleges, research institutes and
health trusts are part of the Fellesløft IV joint funding
initiative and are eligible to apply.
•

The institution must have approved the applications that are
submitted.

• The funding framework for the project is NOK 12 – 25
million.
•
•

•

You apply to the Research Council for the whole amount.
See the call for proposals for details

We assess the applications together with other applications
for a Researcher Project, and rank the best of them.

• The institutions choose which projects will receive funding.

Har bedt KOMM laste
ned dette bildet

Partners in the Researcher
Project
• Only approved research organisations or corresponding
research organisations in other countries.
• Other types of organisations, such as companies and other
undertakings, may not be project partners/receive funding.
➢ They can provide R&D services for the project.

Researcher Project for Scientific renewal
Researcher Project for Young Talents
Large-scale Interdisciplinary Researcher Project

Relevance of the application to the topic
of the call
• You must enclose a description of the application’s
relevance to the topic you have chosen.
• Carefully read the priorities described under each topic
to produce a good description of relevance.
• If you wish the application to target more than one
topic, you must provide a relevance description for each
topic.
• You can choose up to three – 3 – topics in the
application (including Ground-breaking Research)

Please note: If you only apply for Ground-breaking Research
(FRIPRO), you do not have to submit a description of
relevance.

Collaborative and Knowledgebuilding Project
Purpose:
To develop new knowledge and build the research
expertise and expert environments society or business
and industry need to address important societal
challenges
The projects are expected to stimulate and support
collaboration between the research communities and
those who represent the societal challenge for which
funding is sought.

Knowledge-building Project for
Industry
•

Project duration: 2–5 years

•

Funding: NOK 4 million

•

The amount of funding awarded by the Research Council can
be up to four times the total cash contribution from
Norwegian partners

•

Partners from business and industry can not receive funding
to cover their costs.

Approximately NOK 250 million for projects in:

Energy, transport and
low emissions

Energy, transport and
low emissions

Environmentally
friendly energy

Carbon capture and
storage

Petroleum

Collaborative Project to meet Societal
and Industry-related Challenges
•

Project duration: 2–4 years

•

Minimum funding: NOK 4 million

•

Require involvement of at least two Norwegian partners
that are not research organisations

•

Financial support from RCN can cover Norwegian partners’
costs (with some exceptions)

Approximately NOK 1.1 billion for projects in:

Democracy,
administration and
renewal

Energy, transport
and low emissions

Global
development and
international
relations

Oceans

Health

Land-based food,
the environment
and bioresources

Enabling
technologies

Education and
competence

Welfare, culture
and society

Cross-cutting
topics

Involving partners
• At least two partners that are not research organisations
•

From the public sector, voluntary organisations,
business and industry and/or other private organisations

•

Ensure that research questions, research activities and results are
relevant and beneficial for broad sections of society and industries

•

Participate in planning, management, implementation, dissemination
and/or
contribute to utilisation of the results (effective collaboration)

•

Letter of intent from all partners when submitting the application

We strongly recommend that you read the guidelines to the call and the
necessary requirements!

Requirements of partners in Collaborative Projects
The overall contribution must be at least 10% of the project’s total costs
(Please note: Some topics have a higher requirement)

A hypothetical calculation (NOK thousands) of the costs of the projects:

Research organisation

2021

2022

2023

1,000

3,000

3,200

2024
3,200

Total
10,400

Foreign research organisation

100

100

100

100

400

Norwegian enterprise A

200

200

200

200

800

Municipality

100

100

100

100

400

Total amount

12,000

Participation that ‘counts’ =
NOK 800 + 400 = NOK 1,200
Participation is calculated to
be 10% of the total costs

YOU MUST
START NOW!

It takes time to build a good
partnership

Photo: ESA/NASA/Rivera-Thorsen

Requirements for the preparation of
applications
•

The grant application form and attachments must be submitted in
English

•

All mandatory attachments must be included:
o Project description (maximum 11 pages)
o CVs for the project manager and key project participants/work
package leaders in the project (maximum 4 pages each)

For a Collaborative and Knowledge-building Project
o Letters of Intent from all partners listed
o For projects encompassing doctoral degrees, you must enclose
confirmation from the degree-conferring university/institution
(does not apply if the degree-conferring institution is the
applicant)
For a Researcher Project
o A description of the relevance of the project to the selected
topic(s) (Exception for Ground-breaking Research (FRIPRO))
•

The project must start between 1 July 2021 and 1 December 2021

•

The funding from the Research Council must start in 2021

How many applications can you send?
You can only be project manager for one application
submitted under one of these calls for proposals:
• Researcher Project for Scientific Renewal
• Researcher Project for Young Talents

• Three-year Researcher Project with International
Mobility
• Knowledge-building Project for Industry
• Collaborative Project to meet Societal and Industryrelated Challenges
Exception for a Large-scale Interdisciplinary Researcher
Project

New requirements for open access to
publications (Plan S)
• What is Plan S?
• Joint international requirements for full and
immediate open access to scientific publications
• Three ways to open access:
1. Publication in open journals/platforms
2. Publication in journals as part of a transitional
agreement or other transitional arrangements
3. Publication in subscription journals and making a
version accessible in an open archive without an
embargo (‘green OA’)
• Plan S applies to projects funded through calls for
proposals after 1 Jan. 2021
• The Research Council will hold a webinar on Plan S on
20 November

Assessment of applications
The referee panel

The Research Council

Portfolio boards

1. Excellence
Pre-check
and rejection

2. Impact

4. Relevance
(not FRIPRO)

Portfolio
assessment
Recommendation

3. Implementation

Grant applications below threshold value

Decision
on allocation

Assessment of applications
1.

International referee panels assess the
applications
• impartiality and expertise are checked in
relation to each grant application
• several expert assessments if necessary

2.

The Research Council assesses relevance

3.

The portfolio assessment forms the basis for the
final decision by the portfolio boards

The referee panels assess
Excellence
• The extent to which the project is ambitious, novel and
goes beyond the state-of-the-art
• The quality of the proposed R&D activities
Impact
• Potential impacts of the proposed research
• Communication and utilisation
Implementation
• The quality of the project manager and project group
• The quality of the project’s organisation and
management

Impact in Researcher Projects and Collaborative and
Knowledge-building Projects
Project description (see the template)
2.1 What challenges can
the project encounter in
the research and the
research system?

2.2 What societal challenges
can the project encounter?
(Please note: this is optional
in Researcher Projects)

2.3 Plans for dissemination,
communication and
application of results

The referee panels assess
Can the project help to
address important
challenges and achieve
important goals?

Are potential goals well
formulated and realistic?

What will the project do
to ensure it has an
impact? Are the right
actors involved?

The Research Council assess
Relevance to the selected topic
• the extent to which the application satisfies the priorities
and guidelines specified for the topic(s) you have chosen to
apply under.
• For a Collaborative and Knowledge-building Project, in
addition: The extent to which the application satisfies other
requirements and characteristics set out in the call
• Researcher Project: No assessment of relevance for Groundbreaking Research
You describe this as follows:
• Researcher Project: the attachment ‘Relevance to the topic’
(One attachment. If you select several topics, they must be
described separately – not for Ground-breaking Research.)
• Collaborative and Knowledge-building Projects: in the
project description
Only applications awarded a high grade by the referee panels
are assessed for relevance.

The Research Council assesses the
portfolio as a whole
The portfolio assessment prioritises between the best
applications within a topic and across application types. It is
based on:
•

An assessment by experts and assessment of relevance

•

Distribution within the topic’s priority areas.

•

The financial or scientific framework set by the ministries.

•

When the applications are otherwise considered to be on a
par, priority will be given to projects led by women project
managers.

The expert assessment, assessment of relevance and portfolio
assessment form the basis for the recommendation considered
by the Portfolio Boards.

Assessment of applications
The referee panel

The Research Council

Portfolio boards

1. Excellence
Pre-check
and rejection

2. Impact

4. Relevance
(not FRIPRO)

Portfolio
assessment

Decision
on allocation
Recommendation

3. Implementation

Grant applications below threshold value

Important dates

10/17 FEB. 2021

Deadline

WEEKS 16-19

Panels

WEEKS 19-22

WEEK 24

Relevance and Decision by the
recommendati Portfolio Boards
on

WEEK 25

WEEKS 26-35

1 DEC. 2021

Publication of
results

Revision and
contract

Final date for
project start-up

More information on
RCN’s website
www.forskningsradet.no

